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Governance in brief
Enhanced reporting of
principal risks – will you
adopt early?

Headlines
• The FRC has provided clear guidance on what it
expects to see when companies report on their
principal risks, in their latest consultation “Risk
management, internal control and the going
concern basis of accounting”.
• Although this is a consultation at present, the
guidance on risk reporting provides useful
information for shareholders and, in our view,
boards should consider adopting this part of the
consultation early.

‘The board should provide succinct, meaningful information tailored to the
specific circumstances of the company and avoid using standardised language’
In its consultation on ‘Risk management, internal control and the going concern
basis of accounting’, one element that the Financial Reporting Council (FRC) makes
clear is that boards should be using their disclosures on risk to demonstrate the
board’s stewardship and governance of risk. The intention is that these disclosures
will facilitate better engagement with shareholders and encourage them to hold the
board to account for risk management as part of their own stewardship role.
Disclosures should focus on the specific circumstances of the company. The consultation
paper emphasises that the board “should avoid using standardised language which
may be long on detail but short on insight”. It also makes clear that the board
needs to consider whether the risk disclosures in themselves are “fair, balanced and
understandable”, currently a requirement for the annual report as a whole, as well as
how they fit within the annual report.
Enhanced reporting of principal risks
The draft Guidance explains that the board should focus on those risks it considers
to be the most important to the future development, performance or position of the
company. The draft Guidance then seeks to extend disclosure practice by indicating
that, to be effective, risk descriptions should include:
• sufficient specific detail that a shareholder can understand why they are important
to the company;
• a description of the likelihood of the risk;
• an indication of when the risk might be most relevant to the entity and its possible
effect;
• details of any significant changes in principal risks, such as a change in the
likelihood or possible effect, or the inclusion of new risks;
• a high‑level explanation of how the principal risks and uncertainties are being
managed or mitigated; and
• a description of how more generic risks or uncertainties might affect the entity
specifically.
There should be an explicit indication of which, if any, of the principal risks and
uncertainties are also material uncertainties for the purposes of reporting in the
financial statements on the company’s ability to continue to adopt the going concern
basis of accounting.
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Good practice examples
Deloitte’s publication ‘A new beginning – Annual report insights 2013’, issued in November 2013 (available from
www.deloitte.co.uk/auditpublications) identified that just over half of companies surveyed provided clear, specific
descriptions of risks – so there is room for improvement. The publication provides some good examples and
illustrations.
‘The Strategic Report – A practical guide’ (also available from www.deloitte.co.uk/auditpublications) provides tips
on how to approach disclosure of risk in the strategic report, as well as the other elements of the strategic report.

Deloitte view
• We support the FRC’s attempts to improve the quality of risk reporting. While much progress has been
made in recent years, more details along the lines suggested in the consultation would provide better
quality information. There are some good examples available which companies can use to benchmark
their own disclosures.
• In addition to clear risk descriptions specific to the circumstances of the company we believe it is
important to link the strategy and business model disclosures with the principal risks and uncertainties.
• The proposed new disclosures acknowledge that drawing out both an explanation of the possible impact
and timing of risk as well as mitigation being undertaken provides much more meaningful information
and will facilitate better investor engagement on this topic.
• We encourage boards to take account of the FRC’s proposals when considering whether their current risk
disclosures are fair, balanced and understandable and to consider early adoption.
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The Deloitte Academy, located on the ground floor of Deloitte’s Stonecutter Court offices, has been designed
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